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Summary
This practical and timely revision of a popular book shows teachers how to create safer classrooms that
meet the needs of all students. Regardless of students needs, backgrounds and skills, this
comprehensive book offers teachers the information they need to create effective learning
environments where all students feel they belong.
Learning in Safe School, 2nd Edition offers the tools teachers need for building inclusive school – from
a school-wide code of conduct to class reviews, classroom-based resource models and MAPS sessions.
Committed to teaching so all students can learn, the book offers ideas for planning and adapting
curriculum for a wide range of students. It also encourages strategies that build collaborative learning
with examples of effective approaches to problem-solving.
This completely updated resource includes current examples of fully inclusive primary, intermediate
and secondary classrooms. An emphasis on the importance of choice for students in both learning and
assessment is at the core of the new edition.
Ideal for both new and experienced teachers, this comprehensive book is full of simple suggestions,
hands-on activities and blackline masters that will help teachers meet the diverse needs of students.
Other Resources
• Identify Safe Classrooms: Places to Belong and Learn (CO2038)
• No Place for Bullying: Leadership for School That Care for Every Student (CO7076)
• Creating Caring Classrooms: How to Encourage Students to Communicate,
Create, and be Compassionate of Others (PBP7606)
• Student Diversity, 2nd Edition: Classroom Strategies to
Meet the Learning Needs of All Students (PBP7682)
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